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This issue of Atmosphere is the last in its present format. Atmosphere will be
replaced by ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN at the beginning of volume 16. In addition
to the change of name, which is the result of our Society having formally
incorporated the Canadian oceanographic community, we are taking this
opportunity to make certain physical and administrative changes arising out of
the continuing development of our journal.
The new Editor in liaison with Council will institute a number of modifications in the administrative structure and composition of the Editorial Board
from that at present (see inside front cover). These entail a formal recognition
of the special responsibilities of certain members of the Board. In the future
there will be an Editor, a Deputy Editor, a Technical Editor, a Book Review
Editor and a number of Associate Editors. The criteria governing these
appointments will be those of expertise in branches of meteorology and
oceanography, balanced regional and linguistic representation, and to a lesser
degree ease of communication within the Board, and with the printers.
In response to the expressed wishes of the expanded readership the physical
appearance of the journal will be modified and we think improved. The cover
will be re-designed to visually express the combined interests of our Society in
the atmosphere and the oceans. We may also make certain alterations to the
page size, the binding, the typesetting format and the inclusion of abstracts in
both English and French. The final decisions will, however, have to be strongly
influenced by the costs of production.
On the other hand, the editorial policy will remain unchanged. ATMOSPHEREOCEAN will be the medium of our Society for the publication of the results of
original research, survey articles, essays, book reviews, notes and correspondence in all fields of the atmospheric and oceanographic sciences. Foreign
contributions in either English or French will continue to be welcomed and it is
hoped that Canadians will use ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN as a primary vehicle for
the dissemination of their work to the international scientific community.

T.R. Oke
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ABSTRACT

Wind profiles under stable conditions
have been observed at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above a water
surface. Simultaneous direct measurements of wind velocity fluctuations
have been taken by a sonic anemometer. The profiles were closely loglinear in the range of stabilities
observed. Our data are best fitted
taking von Kirmin's constant to be
0.38 ? 0.03 rather than 0.40 as conventionally used. Comparison between the measured and profile-

derived drag coefficients shows good
agreement. The drag coefficient decreased with increasing stability and
did not show clear dependence on
wind speed. Wind speeds measured
simultaneously by cup and sonic
anemometers at the same height were
compared. There was no over-speeding of the cup anemometers. The ratio
of wind speed measured by cup
anemometer to that measured by
sonic anemometer was 0.98.

1 Introduction
This paper presents analysis and results of data that include direct measurements of wind fluctuations as well as wind profiles in the atmospheric boundary
layer over a water surface. The data were collected under stable conditions
during the summer of 1975 (from 15 August to 2 September) at a site in
Bedford Basin, N.s., Canada.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the application of the log-linear law
to wind profiles in the observed range of stability, to compare the drag
coefficient calculated from the profile with that determined directly, and to
examine the effect of the variation of stability and wind speed on the drag
coefficient. The data were also used to compare wind speed measured simultaneously by cup and sonic anemometers at the same level for estimating the
frequently reported overspeeding of the cup anemometer. The sonic anemometer is ideal for this purpose due to its high accuracy, its linearity and because
it is an absolute instrument.
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Fig. 1 The tower and the attached mast.

2 Experimental details
The experiment was carried out in Bedford Basin at a site 155 m northwest
-of the jetty of Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO) and 120 m from the
nearest shore. At this site a fetch over water of 3.6 to 6.0 km is available for
wind coming from azimuths 280 to 330' The depth of water at the lowest tide
is 8 m and the tidal range varies from 1.8 to 2.5 m.
The tower (Fig. 1) consists of a steel mast fitted to tripod legs and supported by three guy wires. An aluminum mast of the square lattice type was
fixed to the top of the tower.
A Kaijo Denki PAT 3 1 1-1 sonic anemometer-thermometer (Mitsuta, 1966)
and a microbead thermistor manufactured by Victory Engineering Corpora-
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tion (model E41A401C) were mounted near the top of the aluminum mast
(Fig. 1 ) . A resistance wire wave staff (Taiani, 1971) was used to measure
the wave height. Five cup anemometers (Meshal, 1976) were mounted on the
mast with vertical separations of 0.5, 1, 2, and 2 m. Anemometers were interchanged frequently so as to reduce errors from calibration.
Signals from the sensors on the mast were transmitted by underwater cables
to a recording and monitoring base located on the BIO jetty. For the cup
anemometers the accumulated total number of pulses occurring in the previous
30 s wece digitally recorded on magnetic tape using a data logger built in the
Metrology Electronic Shop, BIO. Smith's (1974a) system was used for recording the signals from the sonic anemometer and the thermistor. The output from
the sonic anemometer, the thermistor and the wave staff were digitized by the
use of an A-D computer program (Smith, 1974b).
Details concerning the calibration of the sensors have been reported elsewhere (Meshal, 1976).
3

1

Analysis and results

a Dimensionless Wind Shear +,,
The dimensionless wind shear +,,, can be defined as (Businger et al., 1971 )

Values of +,,, were calculated from ( 1) by introducing the approximation,
suggested by Panofsky (1965), that the derivative of U with respect to z can
be given by finite differences as

The approximation is restricted to logarithmic profiles but for non-neutral
profiles an error of about 3 % is expected (Paulson, 1967). Computations of
+,, from Eq. (2) were first made by taking von Khrman's constant equal to
the widely used value of 0.40. The calculated values of +,, were then plotted
against z/L (Fig. 2 ) and the best straight line fit was found by the least squares
method. From the plot, +,,(0) at neutral stability (z/L = 0 ) was found to be
1.06 rather than 1.0 as supposed. This may be due to the approximation introduced in ( 2 ) . However, if von Khrman's constant k is taken as 0.377 instead
of 0.40, +,,(O) will become 1.0. Accordingly, it was decided to use k as 0.38
in all our calculations here with an expected error of * 8 % . Values of k
ranging from 0.34 to 0.41 have been reported in the literature (e.g., Tennekes,
1968; Dyer and Hicks, 1970; Businger et al., 1971; Webb, 1970). A regression
line of 4, on z/L has the form

+,

= 1.0

+ 2.5-Lz

Fig. 2 The relation
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Businger et al. ( 1971 ) found that + , ( 0 ) was about 1.15 and they concluded
that $,,,(O) would be 1.0 if k is 0.35 instead of 0.40. They showed that under
stable conditions + , varies linearly with z / L according to the form

to use k as 0.38
%. Values of k

i
I

f estimate of 0.09.

Comparison between the two relationships shows that the effect of stability on
+,, is stronger in ( 4 ) than in ( 3 ) . However, the two equations become more
consistent if we take into consideration the remarks given by Businger et al.
(1971) on their equation. They stated that ( 4 ) is a good overall fit, but its
slope near neutrality changes rapidly and is about 50% greater than indicated
by the observations. They estimated the slope to be 3.0 for nearly neutral
conditions. Eq. ( 3 ) is obtained from nine observations which lie in the region
where the slope of +,, changes rapidly.
Comparison of Drag Coefficients Over Water
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An example of the log-linear analysis of wind profile.

c Drag Coeficier
b Log-Linear Law
The log-linear method for analysing wind profiles has been shown to be valid
in a small range of unstable and a wide range of stable conditions (Webb,
1970). Since the present data were taken in that range of stability ( z / L from
-0.01 to + 3 . 2 ) the log-linear law was chosen and the results were found to
be in good agreement with simultaneous direct measurements. The influence of
thermal stratification on the wind profile is expressed to the first approximation
in the Monin-Obukhov ( 1 9 5 4 ) log-linear law as

Following Webb ( 1 9 7 0 ) ( 5 ) is integrated between any two heights zl and
and then divided by In ( z 2 / z l )to give

Z?

A zero displacement 6 is taken to be half the observed rms wave height so that
the effective level of the anemometers is ( z - 6 ) . Putting
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The values of Y and X were calculated for each run from every available pair
of heights using (7). Y was plotted against X and the best straight line was
fitted by the least squares method. The plots are illustrated by an example in
Fig. ( 3 ) . It is evident from ( 8 ) that the line intercepts the vertical axis ( X = 0 )
at u,/k and hence u, can be estimated. The distribution of points in the plots
suggests that u, is better determined by that method than a , since small changes
in the slope of the regression line produce larger differences in a / L than in u,.
From ( 1 ) and ( 5 ) a can be calculated from

Ulo was estimated from ( 6 ) and values of Ulo, u*, +, a,and C10, determined
from the profile measurements, are given in Table 1. The average value of a is
3.8 a 2.9 which is smaller than the value (5.2 & 0.5) reported by Webb
( 1970) for stable conditions.

1
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Drag Coefficient Measured Directly and Estimated from Wind Profiles
The average drag coefficient determined from sonic anemometer measurements (Table 1 ) is 1 0 W l o = 1.2 -)- 0.4 (standard deviation). This average is
estimated from 17 runs after excluding the very low values ( <0.3 X 1 0 - 9 of
runs 15 and 19. These two runs are also excluded in the comparison between
the sonic- and the profile-derived drag coefficients. The mean drag coefficient
estimated from wind-profile data (1 1 runs, Table 1 ) is lo3 Clo = 1.1 -)- 0.4
which is in good agreement with the direct measurements. Comparison between the directly measured and the profile-derived drag coefficient is based
on nine simultaneous runs (Table 1 ). The mean difference between the two
A regression
sets of results is 10.8% with standard deviation of 0.1 3 x
line of Clo calculated from the profile and that determined by the sonic anemometer gives a correlation coefficient of 0.84 with standard error of estimate
of 0.20. The mean value of the drag coefficient obtained from the present
reported over
experiment lies within the range ( 1.0 to 1.5 ) x 10-"generally
the sea (Smith, 1967; Weiler and Burling, 1967; Hasse, 1968; Smith, 1973).
Concerning the effect of wind speed on the drag coefficient, the results
presented here did not show any clear dependence of Clo on wind speed. For
nearly the same range of wind speed (5-10 m/s), Smith (1967, 1974a) did
Comparison of Drag Coefficients Over Water
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not find significant variation of the drag coefficient with wind speed. However,
for the very limited range of wind speed reported here one cannot really say
much about the dependence of the drag coefficient on wind speed.
The effect of stability variation on the drag coefficient for the present data
is illustrated in Fig. 4. Starting from near-neutral stability Clo increases with
increasing stability up to z / L = f 0 . 1 after which value there was a remarkable
decrease of Clo in the direction of increasing stability. DeLeonibus (1966,
1971) detected a dependence of the drag coefficient on atmospheric stability
and his data showed that the drag coefficient was decreasing with increasing
stability.

d Gust Factor
The gust factor G was determined from sonic anemometer data using the
formula

+

G = 1 (u,,,/U,).
(10)
The calculated values of G vary from 1.26 to 2.04 (Table 1 ). The results are
similar to that of Davis and Newstein (1968) and Monahan and Armendariz
(1971) who reported gust factors in the range from 1.0 to 2.2. The mean
value of the gust factor (Table 1) G = 1.60 0.16 is higher than that reported

-
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TABLE
2. Comparison between wind speeds measured by cup and sonic anemometers
Wind speed (m/s) measured by
Run
No.

-

Heinht
z
m

Differences
Sonic
anemometer

us

CUD
anemometer

Us- U,

Uc

m/s

Us- U,

us

e

100

1

c

?

SONIC ANEFAOMETER WIND SPEED Us (M/SEC)
Fig. 5
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by Smith ( 1973) over the Atlantic Ocean ( 1.29 -+ 0.04), and by Smith (1 974a)
over Lake Ontario (1.30 & 0.10). The present data did not show any dependence of the gust factor on stability variations or on wind direction.
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Comparison Between Wind Speeds Measured b y Cup and Sonic
Anemometers
The comparison is based on 11 simultaneous runs (Table 2 ) with the two
anemometers placed at the same height. Wind speeds measured by the cup and
sonic anemometers, U , and Us, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 5 and the best
fit straight line is obtained by the least squares method. The correlation coefficient is 0.97 with standard error of estimate of 0.3. The most striking aspect
of this plot is that the cup anemometer did not overestimate the wind speed
relative to the sonic anemometer measurements. Table 2 shows that, of the 11
measurements taken, the differences ( U, - U,) are positive in seven and negative in the other four. The percentage difference is 1.9 & 4.6. The average
ratio of wind speeds measured by cup and sonic anemometer U,/U, is 0.98 k
0.05 and there is no obvious effect of stability or of wind direction on this ratio.
This result contradicts the finding of Izumi and Barad ( 1970) who reported
cup anemometer overspeeding of about 10%. Their measurements were
taken on land where the roughness length is several times larger than that on
the water. Busch and Kristensen (1976) showed that the overspeeding of the
cup anemometer is a function of several parameters among which are the
ratio between the distance constant of the anemometer and the roughness
length and the ratio between the height of measurement and the roughness
length. The overspeeding of our cup anemometers would be less than 0.3%
according to their figures, which is smaller than our calibration error.

(

I

1
1

I

mometers.

4 Conclusions
The wind profile and the direct measurements of wind velocity fluctuations
taken over sea water and under stable conditions yield the following main
conclusions :
(i) The profile analysis showed that the dimensionless wind shear +,,, is equal
to 1.0 for neutral stability when von KhrmBn's constant is taken as 0.38.
(ii) The log-linear law used in analyzing the wind profile remained valid over
the range of stabilities observed.
(iii) The drag coefficient calculated from the profile is in good agreement
with that measured by the sonic anemometer, with a mean difference of
10.8%. The drag coefficient decreased with increasing stability.
(iv) The mean gust factor was 1.6 -C 0.2 and there was no clear effect of
stability or of wind direction on this factor.
(v) The cup anemometer did not overestimate the wind speed; the average
wind speed measured by the cup anemometer was 0.98 of that of the
sonic anemometer. Further investigation is needed to verify this conclusion.
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Notation
C l o = r / p U l o 2= ( - u w ) / U I o 2= U . ~ / U ~wind
, , ~ drag coefficient at 10-m height
G = 1 (u,,,,/U,) gust factor
g = acceleration of gravity
k = 0.38, von Karmin's constant
L = -Tu* 3 / g k ( t ~) )the Monin-Obukhov length
T = absolute air temperature
t = temperature fluctuation
U: = mean wind speed, subscript indicates the height of measurement ( m )
u,w = longitudinal and vertical components of wind velocity
u, = ( r / p ) % = ( - U W ) % friction velocity
z = vertical coordinate or height of measurement above water surface
zo = roughness length
a = numerical constant
6 = zero plane displacement.
p = density of air
r = - P ( U W ) wind stress on sea surface
4, = k z / u , . d U / d z dimensionless wind shear
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The Energy Budget of the Sable Island Ocean Region
E. Vowinckel and Svenn Orvig,
Department of Meteorology, McGill University, Montreal
[Manuscript received 24 June 1976; in revised form 30 June 19771

ABSTRACT

The heat exchange between ocean
and atmosphere over cold water is
studied by calculating all terms in
the energy balance twice each day
for the year 1971 for the Sable
Island region.
The atmospheric long-wave radiation is relatively constant because of
frequent overcast and low clouds.
The surface long-wave balance is
markedly negative in winter but
slightly positive for a short time in
summer, due to strong advection of
warm moist air over the cold water.
In winter, the turbulent fluxes are
directed upwards and are strong, the
upward fluxes beginning after the
middle of August and lasting until
mid-March. The maximum daily
values of latent heat flux are 400 to
500 ly day-I (194 to 242 W m-2),
about a third or a quarter of the
magnitude over the warmer Gulf
Stream water. The summer fluxes
are fairly constant and directed
downward.
The water of the Labrador Current in the Sable Island region
warms substantially from March to
September and conversely cools intensely in the period NovemberJanuary.
A comparison of the energy ex-

change for a current and for water
without motion shows that the surface temperatures would be similar
in summer, and the temperature
drop would be about equal until
November. From that time on, the
surface temperature would level off
for a water body with no current,
but in actual conditions the surface
temperature continues to drop to a
late winter minimum of about 1°C.
Atmospheric advection of latent
heat was calculated by assuming that
the daily precipitation was always
caused first by condensation of all
locally evaporated water with any
remainder being supplied by watervapour advection. The main cause
for atmospheric heating in the Sable
Island area was found to be condensation of imported water vapour.
The region is, in summer, a marked
sink for atmospheric heat and water
content. For water it remains a sink
even in winter. For sensible heat it
becomes a source from November to
March. The warming of the atmosphere is caused by release of latent
heat of advected water vapour in the
period February-August. During the
months September-January the heat
sources are both water-vapour advection and surface turbulent terms.

1 Introduction
The Northern Hemisphere continental east coasts are affected by two opposite ocean currents - warm water from the south and cold from the north.
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In the western Atlantic the cold stream includes the Scotian Shelf water at
Sable Island. The cold current is still clearly discernible directly off shore
past Cape Cod and even to Cape Hatteras.
It is of interest to study the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere
over cold water, to ascertain the amount of heat transfer to the atmosphere
under conditions of winter-time cold continental air advection, and to examine the degree of transformation of the cold water by atmospheric (including radiative) processes. While it is known that vertical heat exchange
may be very large over warm ocean currents, it is not well known how cold
water areas compare. Also, the cold waters off Canada's east coast cause
prevalent spring and summer fog and a study of the energy exchange under
such conditions would seem to be of interest.

Data and method
Since no ship o r island station is located in the ideal position for the proposed
study, namely in the southern part of the Grand Banks, there was a choice
between using observations from Weather Ship B or from Sable Island.
Weather Ship B was located at 56"30tN, 51°W until the summer of 1975 and
regularly reported sea-surface temperatures. It did not observe precipitation.
Sable Island (43"56'N, 60°01'W) has reliable precipitation records but no
sea-surface temperatures and, obviously, is not as much a part of the oceanic
environment as a ship. However, the island lies in a more desirable position
than the ship and is small. Its location is in a region of frequent, strong,
cyclonic activity and much cloud. It is therefore argued that no significant
diurnal effects or development of land-sea breeze should be expected. Also, the
observations of interest are taken at 00 and 12 GMT, i.e., at 20 and 08 LST,
away from the time of maximum insolation.
It was therefore decided to use twice-daily synoptic and radiosonde data
from Sable Island, although the lack of simultaneous sea-surface temperatures
might be troublesome. We are grateful to Dr S.D. Smith of the Bedford
Institute of Oceanography who obtained for us 39 water-temperature charts
for the period September 1970 to late May 1972. Such sea-surface temperature
charts, based on ships' reports are compiled by the METOC Centre, Maritime
Command, Halifax. They are probably reliable to about r3OC.
A smooth curve was drawn through the interpolated values for Sable Island
as shown in Fig. 1 which also shows, for comparison, long-term monthly mean
temperatures, taken from the Meteorological Office Atlas (1948). Daily
surface-temperature values were extracted from Fig. 1 for the period 1970-72.
It is not possible to assess the errors caused by this method, but it is an advantage that the sea-surface temperature is rather conservative. The meteorological
data were kindly supplied by the Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service.
In the following the observations at 12 GMT (08 LST) have been regarded as
representative for daytime and those at 00 GMT (20 LST) for the night. Other
radiosonde observations are, unfortunately, not available.
The calculations of the various energy-budget terms were performed according to the energy-budget programmes designed and described by Vowinckel
2
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Fig. 1 Sea-surface temperatures, Sable Island.
TABLE
1. Absorption of short-wave radiation in various layers of the sea

Layer in metres
fromthesurface:
Absorption
(per cent):

0-1

1-3

3-5

5-10

10-20

20-30

3040

40-50

50-60

40

33

7

7

7

3

1

1

1

and Orvig (1972, 1973, 1974, 1976). Once a thermal profile in the water is
given as an initialization, calculations may proceed with no further sea-surface
temperature information as it may be generated by a programme subroutine.
This needs a statement of the water depth. Initially, 200 m was assumed since
no seasonal temperature variation is observed below this depth. A depth of
100 m was subsequently tested, but only small differences resulted in the
calculated flux values so the following discussion is based on a water depth of
200 m.
Values for short-wave radiation absorption in water were adapted from
Laevastu (1 960) and are listed in Table 1. For the dynamic mixing, infinite
fetch was assumed. The sea water density was not corrected for salinity, i.e.
the water was regarded as either fresh or isohaline.
The calculations were performed both with observed sea-surface temperatures (from Fig. 1 ) and without specification of such temperatures. In the latter
case a water body of 200 m was prescribed and the programme generated its
own surface temperature, as mentioned above, using the same set of meteorological data. This condition implies that no ocean advection is allowed, i.e. it is
similar to a lake. There can be no doubt that such conditions would change
the weather, both because of different air-mass modification and because of
some change in the atmospheric circulation. The authors have a programme
available for assessing the change in air-mass modification, but no possibility
exists of obtaining numerically the weather changes caused by (probably
slight) alterations in circulation. It was, therefore, judged preferable to retain
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the meteorological observations unchanged. The result will most likely be an
overestimate of the fluxes, but the magnitude has not been estimated.
To permit effects of horizontal water motion, the surface temperature was
re-set each day to actual values. The results of such "ocean" calculations are
compared to the "lake" runs in order to illustrate the influence of ocean advection. In the case of using observed sea-surface temperatures, it was noted above
that they are probably not reliable to better than 23°C. The calculated fluxes
will, obviously, be sensitive to errors in the ocean surface boundary conditions.
In the case of long-wave radiation from the surface, which is the largest term
in the surface energy balance (Table 2), an error of 1'C in surface temper- ~W m-"). An error of 3°C
ature will alter the daily value by 10 cal ~ m (4.8
will therefore cause an error in calculated long-wave radiation of 4.5%
in March and 3.6% in August-September.
The following terms have been calculated:
SGA: Short-wave (solar) radiation absorbed at the surface.
RLD: Long-wave radiation down (atmospheric back radiation).
RLU: Long-wave radiation from the surface (terrestrial radiation).
QS:
QE:
S300:
SAA:
Ul50:

Sensible heat flux at the surface, positive when directed upward.
Latent heat flux at the surface, sign as for Qs.
Incoming solar radiation at 300 mb (the "top" of the troposphere).
Solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere.
Upward long-wave radiation flux at 150 mb.

In addition, atmospheric advection of latent and sensible heat was calculated, as described in the later discussion of the atmospheric heat budget.

3 The surface heat budget
a Radiation
Fig. 2 shows the monthly means of the various surface energy-budget terms.
They are also included in Table 2. The absorbed solar radiation (SGA)displays
the normal annual pattern; compared to the atmospheric back radiation ( R L D )
it is relatively small in all months. This condition is particularly well expressed
in the region of Sable Island for a number of reasons. First, since there is
frequent overcast and low clouds, the back radiation originates at low elevation, i.e. at relatively high temperature. Even under clear sky conditions the
air has high moisture content and RLD originates near the surface. Second, the
high moisture content and frequent cloudiness reduces SGA,thereby further
enhancing the relative importance of long-wave radiation in the total incoming
radiation at the surface.
The seasonal variation in RLD is noticeably less than that of SGA. This is
generally observed in middle and high latitudes but is more pronounced at a
maritime location such as Sable Island. The long-wave radiation emitted from
the surface, RLU,is a function of the surface temperature. Fig. 2 and Table 2
show the long-wave radiation balance (RLD-RLU).
AS a normal condition at
the earth's surface the long-wave balance is negative. In continental climates,
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TABLE
2. Monthly mean values of surface energy budget terms (ly day-')

Qs

QE

Net
surface
balance
-339.8

SGA

RLD

RLU

Longwave
balance

JAN.

132.9

599.5

683.7

-84.2

219.4

169.1

FEB.
MAR.

220.4

594.1

666.9

-72.8

118.9

89.9

-61.2

305.2

608.6

660.9

-52.3

4.5

40.1

+208.3

1971

APR.

374.7

646.5

672.2

-25.7

-22.0

MAY

404.1

683.9

696.4

- 12.5

-23.0

JUN.

471.4

703.0

730.9

-27.9

-15.5

4.9

+366.1

-9.5

+424.1

-21.3

-7.4

+472.2

-21.1

-20.5

+447.5

JUL.

401.6

787.4

783.1

+4.3

AUG.

389.8

785.2

825.5

-40.3

12.5

+352.5

SEP.

336.2

754.8

825.7

-70.9

11.6

106.8

+ 146.9

OCT.

233.3

720.6

797.1

-76.5

56.2

136.4

-35.8

NOV.

127.9

684.3

757.9

-73.6

137.9

181.8

-265.4

DEC.

113.6

624.0

708.4

-84.4

181.9

169.1
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Surface energy-budget terms. Monthly mean and annual average values for 1971.

without major ground heat storage, the negative long-wave balance has its
maximum value in summer, with maximum short-wave radiation income and
highest surface temperature. The usual continental small negative balance in
winter may on occasion be replaced by a positive long-wave radiation balance,
such as occurs with a strong surface inversion, particularly if accompanied by
high moisture content and clouds.
Conditions are opposite over water, as its high conductive capacity permits
long periods of positive or negative energy budgets before the surface temperature adjusts. Accordingly, the long-wave balance is generally strongly
negative in winter and slightly negative in summer. These conditions may be
altered in areas near land or oceanic boundaries where advection of different
air masses may occur. Fig. 2 shows that at Sable Island the winter maximum
negative long-wave balance is clearly developed. Towards summer the deficit
becomes less and in July the long-wave balance is actually slightly positive
(Table 2). This is only possible with cases of strong advection of warm, moist
air with a low ceiling.
The slight positive long-wave balance in mid-summer is remarkable and a
unique feature, probably restricted to mid-latitude cold currents where they
are sharply delineated from warm water and land masses. One might predict
similar conditions over cold water along continental west coasts such as the
California and Canary Currents. The air masses originating over the subtropical continents would certainly be sufficiently warm. However, they lack
the moisture to form the required low cloud cover. Once the moisture has been
acquired, the temperature inversion has been weakened to minimize the effect.
The phenomenon seems to be restricted to the east coast cold currents.
Daily values of long-wave radiation balance show sharp short-term variations at all times of the year, indicating that fluctuations in the synoptic
conditions (e.g. cloudiness) are similar in all seasons although the temperature
level is higher in summer. Generally, the main characteristics of the local
energy budget are climatically determined, and synoptic events only cause
Energy Budget of Sable Island Region
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Surface energy-budget terms for "lake" and "ocean". Monthly mean values for
1971. Right-hand column shows "lake" condition (no current), left-hand column
shows "ocean" condition (with advection).

variations on this general theme. Occasionally the synoptic situation is such
that very warm, moist air is advected over the cold water in winter, resulting in
a positive long-wave radiation balance as high as on individual summer days.
Considering the total radiation balance (including SGA)it is apparent that
all monthly means are positive, although there are individual days with negative balance not caused by especially low values of solar radiation but rather
by a sharp reduction in RLD,caused by advection of very cold air.
The influence of the cold current is largely eliminated in the calculations if
the surface temperature is not forced to the observed values but left to self
adjustment. In this case, both RLD and SGA remain unchanged but the terrestrial
radiation (RLU)varies and so does, therefore, the radiation balance. The comparison between the two conditions is shown for each month in Fig. 3. Apart
from minor exceptions, in late summer and autumn, the radiation budget is
always less positive for the non-advective "lake" condition. This indicates that,
especially in winter, the "lake" temperatures would be higher. Thus is seen the
first indication of the substantial withdrawal of energy from the area via ocean
export. This will be discussed in more detail below.
From the discussion so far it is concluded that there is energy available at
the surface, for use other than radiation, in every month of the year. The
calculations reported here indicated that the average day would have 243
cal cm-2 (1 18 W m-') to be used in turbulent fluxes or ocean current export.
b Turbulent Fluxes
The monthly mean values of latent heat flux (QE) and sensible heat flux (QS)
are also shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. These turbulent terms are shown positive
when directed upward, i.e. when they are heat loss terms for the surface. The
winter months are characterized by strong upward fluxes. From December to
February the sensible heat flux is greater than the latent heat flux because the
air temperature drops faster than the water temperature. This has the conse-
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quence that the increase in the temperature gradient, which governs QS, is
greater than the change in the moisture gradient caused by reduced saturation
mixing ratio at low air temperatures. The changeover from downward to upward fluxes takes place in autumn in individual daily values (Fig. 4 ) . Upward
fluxes begin to appear after the middle of August when cool air advection is
mainly shown by QE which reacts sharply to the decreased air moisture content.
As the season progresses, both air and water temperatures drop but the air-sea
temperature difference increases, and QS becomes greater than QE from midDecember. By mid-March transition to summer conditions is apparent (Fig. 4 ) .
The maximum QE values reach 400 to 500 ly day-' (194 to 242 W m-'),
which are much less than the highest values found over the warm water of the
Gulf Stream. There, average daily values in January are 600-750 cal cm-'
(290-363 W m-') (Budyko, 1963 ) and maximum daily values over 1500 cal
~ m (725
- ~ W m-') may occur. The peak daily values of QS at Sable Island
are of similar magnitude to QE, reaching 600 to 900 cal cm-2 (290 to 436 W
m-2).
The monthly mean values of the turbulent terms (Fig. 2 ) show a remarkable
summer reversal, as QS is directed towards the surface from April to August
and QE is downward from May to July. These summer fluxes are also particularly stable (Fig. 4 ) . It is only rarely that this area experiences a summer
air mass which is colder than the water. With such stable conditions in the
near-surface air layer, saturation will be restricted to a shallow thickness and
frequent summer fog occurs. The mean frequency of fog at Sable Island is 15%
in July, i.e. visibility is less than 1 km. The fog season is at its height in that
month, and Osborne ( 1976) reported that Sable Island had conditions below
Visual Flight Rules limits 40% of the time in July (ceiling 1,000 feet, visibility
3 miles).

Heating and Cooling o f the Water
If the monthly mean values of the surface energy budget are considered (Fig. 2
and Table 2 ) , it is found that the net annual balance is f 1 1 7 ly day-' (56 W
m-') in spite of the fact that the average annual combined heat loss by the
turbulent terms is 124 ly day-' (60 W m-" . The cause is the radiative surplus.
This large amount of energy goes into storage, i.e. it is used to increase the
water temperature and is carried away with the ocean current. Such net annual
c
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values, when quoted, give a distorted picture for an area where the water is
moving, because no balancing of positive and negative periods is possiblecooling of the water at one time cannot be compensated by warming at another.
The net drift velocity over the Scotian Shelf is about 10 km day-l to the southwest, and a parcel of water will reside on the shelf for 2 to 3 months at most.
If the heating during May, June and July is considered, the average input is
447 ly day-l (Table 2 ) . Confining this heating to the upper 20 m of ocean,
the average temperature increase for an advecting water column would be
0.2OC day-l. Combining this figure with the drift speed, a net horizontal
temperature gradient of 2°C is obtained over 100 km. This gradient is a little
high but not totally inconsistent with observed surface gradients in summer.
The warming of the upper 20 m of ocean water, being 0.2OC day-l, would
amount to about 12°C in two months. This is not inconsistent with the observation of Hachey (1938).
The appropriate time interval for heat-budget calculations over the ocean
will depend on the current speed and the areal extent for which the observed
parameters can be regarded as representative. Monthly means are used in the
following discussion. If the monthly values are considered individually (Fig. 2 )
it is seen that substantial heating, essentially by short-wave radiation, takes
place in summer from March to September, with the maximum at the time of
highest radiation in June-July. The winter months November-January are
characterized by intense cooling caused by strong upward turbulent fluxes
from the surface.
The summer heating is relatively independent of the sea-surface temperature,
except for its influence on the long-wave balance. The rate of heating of a cold
ocean current is independent of the degree of "coldness" with respect to surrounding water masses. The determining factor is the cloud cover which
regulates the radiation budget.
The heat gained by radiation at the surface is spread vertically downward
into the water by wind-created turbulence. A comparison between "ocean"
conditions (with current advection) and "lake" conditions (no horizontal
motion) is shown in Fig. 5, which gives observed sea-surface temperatures
("ocean") and calculated surface temperatures ("lake") for the same days.
It is apparent that there is little difference in summer. This may indicate that
the surface water of the current in the Sable Island area then is in thermal
equilibrium, in the direction of the current, and that one should perhaps not
speak of a "cold current." If it is assumed that the current speed is constant,
this means that the surface heat balance must be uniform over a fairly extended
area of the Labrador Current. A map of sea-surface isotherms will, of course,
show the current because of the extreme warmth of the Gulf Stream, which is
maintained throughout the year. The cold current must still be present at depth
as is apparent from the subsequent development in autumn, which is discussed
in the following.
The summer period is, as seen, characterized by substantial radiational
heating and southward export of the heated water, but during winter the
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surface heat budget is determined by the turbulent terms which effect very
large extraction of energy (Fig. 2 and Table 2 ) . In comparison with the
radiative fluxes, these terms are influenced much more strongly by synoptic
events, and the highest daily heat loss values in winter occur in synoptically
determined short intervals, with the main bulk of the cooling taking place in
a few brief events. Daily surface heat balance values of -800 to -1200 cal
cm -2 (387-580 W m-2) may occur.
Comparing the calculated turbulent terms under real ("ocean") conditions
and without ocean advection ("lake") as shown in Fig. 3, it is apparent that
winter-time turbulence would be even more intense under "lake" conditions.
These terms are determined by wind speed, air temperature and air moisture
content, all kept unchanged in the comparison, and by sea-surface temperature
which is different and therefore the cause of the calculated dissimilarity. In
early autumn the drop in surface temperature is about equal under the two
conditions (Fig. 5 ) , but the "lake" temperature then tends to level off from
November onwards, due to thermal mixing involving progressively deeper
water masses, and the calculated winter minimum is just above t5OC. Under
actual conditions the surface temperature continues its steep drop to a late
winter value close to 1 OC.
It can be concluded that, in reality, the heat content of the water transformed
in summer becomes exhausted in November, and the continuing decrease in
sea-surface temperature is caused by arrival of progressively colder water from
the northeast, in the Labrador Current.

+
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The strongly negative energy balance at the sea surface in winter indicates
that the southward flowing water masses are then still cooling in the region of
Sable Island. The actual heat loss would, of course, be even greater if the
current were not already so cold. This can be seen by comparing the current's
net surface energy balance with that of the warmer "lake" for NovemberFebruary (Fig. 3 ) . In March the "lake" would still be cooling, while the real
current shows a positive net heat balance, i.e. the beginning of the summer
heating cycle.

4 The atmospheric heat budget
Additional terms appear in the atmospheric heat and water budgets: shortwave radiation absorbed (SAA); long-wave radiation to space at the top of the
atmosphere-here taken to be at 150 mb (UlSO); a term containing the release of latent heat of condensation (measured by the amount of precipitation) ;
terms measuring the advection of sensible heat and of water vapour as well as
the change of atmospheric storage of sensible heat and water vapour. In writing
heat and water balance equations for the atmosphere, all of these terms must
be included and, in addition, certain of the terms discussed under the surface
heat budget: the long-wave fluxes ( R L D and RLU)and the sensible and latent
heat fluxes (QSand QE).
It is apparent that SGA (solar radiation absorbed at the surface) does not
enter into the atmospheric balance, and QE disappears from the sensible heat
budget while the amount of precipitation appears in this budget for the
atmosphere. The precipitation falling on the surface does not involve energy
transformation there and appears only in the surface water budget.
Table 3 gives the monthly mean values of the atmospheric energy-budget
terms. These indicate (as do the calculated daily values, which are not shown)
that two clearly different seasons can be distinguished during the year. Most
of the twelve months, including the summer, are characterized by atmospheric
energy loss. The actual daily heat loss varies with the weather pattern in a
complicated manner.
The months November to January experience frequent cases of positive
atmospheric balance and, during the peak cyclonic periods, the daily values
may vary greatly. The reason for the high positive mid-winter values lies in the
magnitude of the sensible heat flux term (QS). Table 3 includes the monthly
means of the atmospheric radiative budget terms and it is apparent that the
radiation balance remains negative throughout the year and that it is fairly
constant, in spite of much less available short-wave radiation (S300) in winter.
This is caused by the relatively high winter surface temperature and, accordingly, rather large RLU values and thus smaller negative atmospheric long-wave
balance at that time. This compensates for the decrease in SAA. The atmospheric
radiation budget is dominated by the long-wave terms, while the surface radiation is dominated by the short-wave term rather than by the net long-wave flux.
The change to the winter condition of positive atmospheric heat budget is
188
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TABLE
3. Monthly mean values of atmospheric energy-budget terms (ly day-')
Surface
long-wave
balance

Atmospheric
long-wave
balance

Atmospheric
radiation
balance

Qs

QE

Net
atmospheric
balance

+ 121.9

S300

SAA

JAN.

305.0

48.7

84.2

399.5

-315.3

-266.6

219.4

169.1

FEB.
MAR.
APR.
MAY

431.5

59.8

72.8

353.5

-280.7

-220.9

118.9

89.9

-12.1

616.0

84.6

52.3

369.2

-316.9

-232.3

4.5

40.1

-187.7

806.3

114.8

25.7

373.8

-348.1

-233.3

-22.0

4.9

-250.4

942.5

147.2

12.5

403.0

- 390.5

-243.3

-23.0

-9.5

-275.8

JUN.

998.6

156.2

27.9

413.8

-385.9

-229.7

-21.3

-7.4

-258.4

JUL.

967.7

171.3

422.0

-426.3

-255.0

-21.1

-20.5

-296.6

AUG.
SEP.

853.6

153.4

40.3

434.3

-394.0

-240.6

-15.5

679.7

114.7

70.9

436.6

-365.7

-251 .O

1971

-4.3

U150

12.5

-243.6

11.6

106.8

-132.6

OCT.

498.8

83.9

76.5

429.9

- 353.4

-269.5

56.2

136.4

-76.9

NOV.

350.5

67.1

73.6

353.5

-279.9

-212.8

137.9

181.8

+ 106.9

DEC.

271.2

47.7

84.4

340.1

-255.7

-208.0

181.9

169.1

+143.0

thus the result of the large surface sensible heat flux at that time. All areas
experiencing the flow of continental arctic air over open water will have high
Qs values. It is not necessary that the water should be particularly warm,
although it would increase the flux somewhat. The main requirement is very
cold air.
There is one other, quite different, geographical area with high QS valuesnamely the subtropical deserts in summer. Most of the available absorbed solar
radiation at the surface is then transferred directly to the atmosphere via
sensible heat flux. Atmospheric heat gain areas are therefore found off the east
coasts of cold continents in winter, and over subtropical deserts in summer.
Table 3 shows the atmospheric balance, including the latent heat exchange
with the surface. In order to assess the actual, sensible, heat gain or loss by the
atmosphere, it is necessary to include the amount of heat gained by condensation, measured by the amount of precipitation. There are two sources of water
vapour: local evaporation, and advection (import from outside the area). In
the following it is assumed that all evaporated water vapour is first condensed
and the remainder of the precipitation is supplied by imported moisture.
The heat and moisture contents of the atmosphere were ascertained by two
radiosonde ascents each day throughout the year 1971, and the daily precipitation was used to calculate the 24-h latent heat release. As indicated above, it
was thus possible to calculate daily values of the various terms in the
atmospheric sensible heat budget. Table 4 shows monthly mean values of evaporation (QE), advected latent heat, advected sensible heat, total gain from
condensation and resulting atmospheric sensible heat gain. The relationships
between values in Tables 3 and 4 are explained in the Appendix.
From Table 4 it appears that, of the terms shown there, the main cause for
atmospheric heating is the condensation of imported water vapour. It is the
major contributor from February to June, and the largest factor on an average
for the year.
Considering the monthly mean values of advected sensible heat and advected
latent heat (Table 4 ) it is seen that October to March had opposite signs for
the two terms while April to September had import of both forms of heat. Tfie
Sable Island region in summer is thus a marked sink for the atmosphere for
both heat and water content. For water it remains a sink even in winter. For
sensible heat it becomes a source from November to March.
It is interesting to attempt to relate these findings to the usual intensification
of cyclones along the east coast and to consider whether this is restricted solely
to the Gulf Stream area, or whether the causes are purely dynamical and that
the surface influences are unimportant. From the last four columns in Table 3
and from Table 4 it seems that the radiative and turbulent terms are insufficient,
at least from February to August, to produce substantial changes in the
atmospheric energy content over the cold water region investigated. Striking
increases in energy input can then be experienced only through the release of
the latent heat of the advected water vapour. During the months SeptemberJanuary the heat sources are both advected water vapour and surface turbulent
terms.
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5 Summary and conclusions
Twice-daily synoptic and radiosonde data from Sable Island for the year 1971
indicate that during that year the solar radiation was relatively small compared
to atmospheric back radiation. This is generally the case in the region, due to
frequent overcast and low clouds. The surface long-wave radiation balance
was strongly negative in winter and for a brief period, in July, it was slightly
positive because of strong advection of warm, moist air with low ceiling.
All months showed a positive mean total radiation balance, which was used
in turbulent fluxes or ocean current export.
The winter months were characterized by strong upward turbulent fluxes.
By mid-March transition to summer conditions was apparent, and the downward fluxes lasted until after the middle of August when cool air advection
began to appear. The maximum fluxes of latent heat reached values of 500 ly
day-I (242 W m-2) which is about one-third of the highest values found over
the warm Gulf Stream.
The turbulent fluxes indicate that it is only rarely that the area experiences a
summer air mass which is colder than the water. Such stable conditions cause
frequent summer fog.
The calculated available heat during the summer months would, if it were
confined to the upper 20 m of ocean, increase the temperature of the column
by 0.2OC day-l. This would give a warming of about 12°C in two months and,
if the water is advected at 10 km day-l, create a horizontal temperature
gradient of 2OC in 100 km.
An assessment of the effect of horizontal water motion on the sea-surface
temperature indicated that this was negligible in summer and that the surface
heat balance may be uniform over a fairly extended area. The heat content of
the water transformed in summer became exhausted in November, and the
continuing decrease in sea-surface temperature is caused by arrival of colder
water from the northeast.
The atmospheric heat budget was mostly characterized by energy loss,
even in the summer. During the peak cyclonic periods the daily values varied
greatly. In winter there were frequent cases of positive atmospheric heat
balance, caused by large surface sensible heat flux, although it appears that
the main cause for atmospheric heating is condensation, and imported water
vapour is more important than local evaporation. Of the various terms, watervapour advection is the major contributor from February to June, and the
largest factor on the average for the year. The Sable Island region seems to be
a sink for advected water vapour all throughout the year. Striking heating of
the atmosphere can only be accomplished, from February to August, by the
release of latent heat of advected water vapour. During the period SeptemberJanuary, the heat sources are both advected water vapour and surface turbulent
terms.

Appendix
In Table 4 will be found QE values from Table 3. The last column in Table 3
gives the energy balance without consideration of atmospheric advection in or
Energy Budget of Sable Island Region
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TABLE
4. Monthly mean values of atmospheric sensible heat budget terms (ly day-')
1971

QE

JAN.

+ 169

FEB.
MAR.

+90
+40

APR.
MAY

5
- 10

JUN.

-7

JUL.
AUG.

-21

SEP.
OCT.
NOV.
DEC.
Average for
the YEAR:

+

+ 13

Advected
latent heat

+ 126
+ 192
+215
+218

+ 173
+ 177
+ 137

+62

+ 107
+ 136
+ 182
+ 169

+74

+ 159
+ 130

+ 73

+I31

- 76

Total gain from
condensation

Advected
sensible heat

Atmospheric
heat gain

out of the area. Therefore, if the monthly net value for February (- 12), for
example, is added to the (positive) advected latent heat from Table 4 (f192),
the result should be the sensible heat available for export (-180). The
atmospheric latent heat advection is based on 24-h precipitation amounts,
less QE.
In Table 4 total gain from condensation (February: 282) less sensible heat
export (- 180) gives 102 as the atmospheric heat gain by these processes.
This heat is used together with gain by QS (1 19-see February in Table 3 ) , for
a total of 221 ly day-l, to account for the February atmospheric radiation
balance (-22 1, see Table 3 ) .

+
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ABSTRACT

A previous study (Suckling and Hay,
1976a) described a method for calculating hourly values of the direct
and diffuse solar radiation for cloudless sky conditions. This paper presents an extension which incorporates
the effects of clouds through the use
of hourly values of cloud amount and
type for up to four layers and hourly
bright sunshine totals. The latter data
provide a more accurate measure of
the length of time the direct radiation
of the sun is not attenuated by cloud.
On an average, the cloud layer-sun-

shine (CLS) model estimated daily
total solar radiation at five Canadian
5 cent of
locations to within ~ 1 per
the measured values. This was an
improvement over an earlier model
(Davies et al., 1975) based on cloud
data alone, but the relative advantage,
as well as the overall errors themselves, were diminished as the averaging period was increased to five and
ten days. The CLS model has the additional advantage of calculating the
separate direct and diffuse components of the total solar radiation.

1 Introduction
Suckling and Hay ( 1976a), presented a model which calculated hourly and
daily totals of solar radiation, including its direct and diffuse components, for
cloudless days. This paper describes how the effects of cloud have been
incorporated into the model.
Clouds have the most variable and often the greatest attenuating effect on
the transmission of solar radiation through the atmosphere. In order to calculate the total solar radiation at the surface (KJ) with cloud present, some
researchers have derived statistical relationships between the ratio of actual
KL to cloudless sky solar radiation ( K l 0 ) and the ratio of measured to total
possible number of hours of bright sunshine (Angstrom, 1924; Kimball, 1927;
Bennett, 1965; Exell, 1976) or the total amount of cloud (Kimball, 1928;
Neumann, 1954; Mateer, 1963; Kimura and Stephenson, 1969; Thompson,
1976). Their formulae do not consider either the variations in the intensity of
solar radiation which can occur irrespective of the value obtained from a sunshine recorder or the effects of different cloud types and cloud layers. These
*Present address: Department of Geography, Brandon University, Brandon, Man.
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models do perform reasonably well for monthly mean data but the empirical
coefficients in the relationships vary spatially and temporally (Bennett, 1965;
Kimura and Stephenson, 1969; Thompson, 1976).
The effects of different cloud types have been included in the solar radiation
studies of London (1957), Monteith (1962), Lumb (1964), Lettau and
Lettau (1969), Hay (1970a), Atwater and Brown (1974), Manabe and
Strickler ( 1964) and Davies et al. ( 1975). The last three studies also showed
the need to consider the effects of cloud layers. These models generally succeed
in estimating KL with greater accuracy than the more empirical relationships.
However, none considers the direct (SL) and diffuse (DL) components of solar
radiation separately. Some applications of solar radiation information, such as
those in the area of solar energy, require knowledge of SL and DL (Duffie and
Beckman, 1974; Garnier, 1975; Hay, 1976).
In order to accomplish this task of calculating the direct and diffuse components and hence the total solar radiation under cloudy conditions, a more
refined model will be presented. In addition to the cloud-layer data used in the
model proposed by Davies et al. (1975), the present approach also requires a
knowledge of the reported hourly bright sunshine amounts to overcome inadequacies in the way cloud data alone can be used to specify the portion of time
cloud obscures the sun. Any consequent improvement in the overall performance of the model will, however, be achieved at the expense of a predictive
capability. This may be an unwarranted restriction for some workers (e.g.
general circulation modellers) .
Description of the cloud layer-sunshine (CLS) model
The initial inputs into the model are the cloudless sky values of the total
(KJo), direct (SL,) and diffuse (DL,) solar radiation calculated by the
method of Suckling and Hay (1976a). When computing the attenuation by
cloud, hourly values of cloud amount and cloud type by layer and bright sunshine amounts are required. Such data are available from many of the stations
operated by the Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service (see Section 4).
2

a Direct Solar Radiation Component
In order to calculate the portion of the hour during which direct solar radiation
is received, an effective cloud amount (n,) is calculated from:
n, =

An,

+ B(l

- s)

A+B

where n, is the sum of the cloud amounts as seen from the surface but excluding
cirriform, s is the total bright sunshine amount expressed as a fraction of an
hour and A and B are weighting factors for the cloud and sunshine measurements. Both cloud amount and sunshine values are used to overcome
inadequacies of utilizing only one of these parameters. If one uses cloud only,
then a random distribution of the cloud must be assumed. The sole use of
sunshine amounts is also inadequate, since sunshine records suffer from "over-
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burn" and the intensity required to "burn" the card in the record is not sufficient
until the sun is 5" above the horizon (Brooks and Brooks, 1947). In equation
( 1 ) it is assumed that the use of both variables (weighted according to the
empirical coefficients A and B) will lead to an overall reduced error in the
calculated transmissivity for direct solar radiation. This procedure also assumes
that sufficient direct solar radiation passes through cirriform clouds to register
on the sunshine records. The direct component of solar radiation uncorrected
for cirriform attenuation (SL,) is then calculated as:

(2)
SLx = (1 - ne1SL0With the inclusion of attenuation by cirrus the direct solar radiation becomes:
where nci is the reported amount of cirriform cloud (i.e. nci = n-n,, where n is
the total cloud amount as reported by a ground-based observer) and tci is the
transmissivity of the cirriform cloud. In the case of the direct component, it is
appropriate to use the amount of cirriform visible to a ground-based observer.
Diffuse Solar Radiation Component
The diffuse component of solar radiation is initially calculated in three parts
for the cloudless, the cirriform and the remaining portions of the sky. For the
cloudless portion of the sky, the diffuse solar radiation (DL,,) is given by:
b

For the portion of the sky covered solely by cirriform cloud, the diffuse solar
radiation (DLci) is given by:

where tci is again the cirriform transmissivity. In equations ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) , only
DL,, is used, since the incident direct solar radiation (SLo) for these portions of
the sky was considered in the calculation of SL.
For the remaining cloudy portions of the sky (i.e. excluding portions with
only cirriform cloud), the diffuse solar radiation (DL,.,,) is calculated by a
layered procedure similar to that in the model of Davies et al. (1975). Since
cloud layer amounts are reported from surface-based observations, a correction
must be applied to upper layer amounts to negate the effect of obscuring
by the layers below. The assumption has been made that the fraction of the
unobstructed sky covered by an upper cloud is representative of the total proportion of the sky covered by that cloud layer (Davies et al., 1975). Thus,
the corrected amount of cloud in a layer becomes:
ni = n:/(l - n,),
(6)
where ni' is the reported cloud layer amount and n,. is the simple sum of reported
cloud amount for the layers beneath. In the example shown in Fig. 1 where
nlr = 0.5, nZr= 0.3 and n3' = 0.1, nl = nlr = 0.5 while the corrected amount
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Fig. 1

Example of the correction for cloud layer amounts for layers obstructed by
lower cloud.

TABLE
1. Cloud transmissivities (Dj.) for solar radiation from various sources
Cloud Type

-

Source

Fog

Haurwitz (from List, 1966)
17-19
Houghton (1954)
London (1957)
Vowinckel and Orvig (1962)
Polar Ocean:
Arctic Coast:
Edmonton:
Dartmouth:
Makarevsky (Kondratyev, 1969)
Drummond and Hickey (1971)
Vonder Haar and Cox (1972)
Reynolds et al. (1975)
Liou (1976)

-

Ns
15-25

-

17-25

-- Sc

Cu

Cb

24-25 29-35
25
2741

20
23

-

St

40-68
38-67
31-60
3 8 4

-

35-50
2746

-

-

15-25
10-14
10-23

20

--

As

Ac

41
48
44-50

45-52
48

-

-

50-72
50-78
3147 2560
- 28-38

-

45
25-55

-

3
3

14-28

-

-

45-88
57-84
33-78
38-44
10-35
45
25-55

-

for the second layer becomes n:! = 0.3/(1-0.5) = 0.6 and for the third layer,
n,, = 0.1/(1-0.8) = 0.5. If n, reaches 1.0, higher layers are completely
obscured and must be neglected. Additional assumptions could be used to infer
the character of this obscured cloud but they d o not appear justified at this
time. Few measurements o r estimates of the cloud-type transmissivities ( t , ) are
available while those reported vary widely, as shown in Table 1. Variations are
due to the angle of incidence of the solar beam, (usually expressed in terms of
the optical air mass, m ) , the optical depth of the cloud, cloud height and cloud
composition. Many of these variables are not routinely measured. The work of
Haurwitz (1948) allows for a variable transmissivity dependent upon optical
air mass :
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TABLE
2. Values of the coefficients used in the Haurwitz (1948) cloud-transmission functions
(a has units: k J m - l h-l)
Cloud Type

TABLE3.

Cloud-type assignments

Haurwitz Cloud Type

Additional Types Assigned
to Same Category
Obstruction
Cb
Fs
Cu, Fc, Cu

+ +

where a and b are coefficients obtained by Haurwitz by least-squares procedures
from his observed data. Haurwitz's values of a and b for different cloud types
are given in Table 2. Following the works of Nunez et al. ( 1971 ) , Atwater and
Brown (1 974) and Davies et al. (1975), the Haurwitz transmission functions
will be used in this study. Values for tci in equations ( 3 ) and (5) were also
calculated from equation ( 7 ) . The Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada reports 16 different cloud-type categories, which must therefore be
reduced to the 8 different categories used by Haurwitz. Following the descriptions of cloud types given in the Manual of Standard Procedures for Surface
Weather Observing and Reporting (Department of Transport, 1970) and the
work of London ( 1957 ) and Hay ( 1970a), the cloud types were assigned as
shown in Table 3.
If cirriform clouds are present, then the amount for such layers in the "cloudy
portion" of the sky is calculated as:

where ni,ci,is the "cloudy portion" layer amount for a cirriform layer and ni is
the total amount in the cirriform layer calculated from equation ( 6 ) . The
Haurwitz transmissivities ( t i )from equation ( 7 ) are used for the various cloud
types to calculate individual layer transmissivities (Jli) for the "cloudy portion"
of the sky where:

The diffuse solar radiation through the "cloudy portion" is then given by:
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where j is the number of layers. Whereas the calculations of Dl,, and DLci
used Dlo,
those for Dl.,,
utilize KJo since both direct and diffuse solar radia-,
tion are incident upon the top of these clouds and transmitted only as diffuse
solar radiation.
Multiple reflection is then added as a fourth part of the diffuse solar radiation
(Dl,),,.).Following Hay (1970a) only the first-order component is used.
Therefore,
DJmr = (S1

+ Dlc, + DJci + DJcy)a(acns+ a ~ i n c i )

(1 1)

where a is the surface albedo and a, and aciare the non-cirriform and cirriform cloud-base albedoes, respectively. The cloud-base albedo is split into two
parts since the cirriform albedo differs considerably from that of other clouds
(London, 1957; Canover, 1965; Liou, 1976). Following Davies et al. ( 1975)
and Hay ( 1976), a,.was assigned the constant value of 0.6 since the albedoes
of non-cirriform clouds are all moderately high. London (1957) had noncirriform cloud albedoes ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 although other studies have
shown an even greater variation (Canover, 1965; Drummond and Hickey,
1971; Reynolds et al., 1975; Liou, 1976). A value of 0.2 was assigned for aci
(London, 1957; Drummond and Hickey, 1971) which is considerably lower
than that for other clouds. In this study a was assumed to be 0.2 for no snow
cover and 0.8 when snow was present (Sellers, 1965 ) .
The diffuse component of solar radiation is therefore given by:
D l = Dl,,

+ Dlci + DLcy + Dlmr-

(12)

Finally, the total solar radiation is given by the sum of the direct and diffuse
components. Thus,

3 Performance of the model
For the three-year period 1968-70, solar radiation and hourly meteorological
data, including cloud amount and types in up to four layers and bright sunshine amounts, were obtained from the Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada for the following five locations: Goose, NFLD, Edmonton, ALTA,
Summerland, B.c., Vancouver, B.C. and Sandspit, B.C. Values for the extraterrestrial radiation were calculated using the solar climate calculator routine
of Furnival et al. (1970) and the cloudless sky solar radiation values were
obtained by the method of Suckling and Hay ( 1976a). For Summerland, the
hourly meteorological data from Penticton were used.
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TABLE
4. Performance of the CLS model for estimation of K1 on a daily basis for 1968-70.
(Unit for mean K1 and RMSE: MJ m-2 day-')
Mean K J
Measured

Modelled

(z)

Measured/
modelled

10.31
10.31
10.31
12.11
12.11
12.11

10.63
10.40
10.88
13.23
12.93
13.54

1.78
1.64
2.06
2.32
2.02
2.74

17.2
15.9
20.0
19.2
16.7
22.7

0.970
0.992
0.948
0.915
0.937
0.895

12.38
12.22
12.54

1.38
1.25
1.63

11.5
10.4
13.5

0.975
0.987
0.962

11.91
11.91
11.91

11.87
11.69
12.05

1.27
1.36
1.33

10.6
11.4
11.2

1.003
1.019
0.988

9.83
9.83
9.83

9.25
9.08
9.43

1.45
1.64
1.40

14.7
16.6
14.2

1.062
1.082
1.043

Location

A

B

Goose

1
2
1
1
2
1

1
1
2

1
1
2

1065
1065
1065
1035
1035
1035

Summerland

1
2
1

1
1
2

885
885
885

12.06
12.06
12.06

Vancouver

1
2
1

1
1
2

1070
1070
1070

Sandspit

1
2
1

1
1
2

1089
1089
1089

Edmonton

RMSE

Number
of days

TABLE5. Comparison of the performances of the Layer and CLS models
for 1968-70 - Root Mean Square Errors ( z )
Model
Location

Layer

( a ) Daily Basis
Goose
Edmonton
Summerland
Vancouver
Sandspit

19.8
18.5
12.2
16.0
22.9

Average

17.9

CLS

1,l

CLS

( b ) Five-Day Daily Means
Goose
10.3
Edmonton
10.5
Summerland
6.7
Vancouver
9.4
Sandspit
15.6
Average

10.5

( c ) Ten-Day Daily Means
Goose
7.8
Edmonton
8.7
Summerland
4.9
Vancouver
7.5
Sandspit
14.2

Average

8.6
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2,l

CLS

1,2

Layer
0

a CLS 1.2
0

0

Fig. 2

CLS 1.1
CLS 2.1

Root mean square errors ( % ) on a daily basis for the layer and CLS solar
radiation models during 1968-70.

Three versions of the model were tested with the empirical weighting
coefficients in equation ( 1) being given arbitrary values of: (i) A = B = 1;
(ii) A = 2 and B = 1 ; and (iii) A = 1 and B = 2. The results for the estimation
of K1 on a daily basis are given in Table 4. Of the three versions, the first two
(which will be referred to as the CLS 1, 1 and CLS 2, 1 models) performed
much better than the third (referred to as the CLS 1, 2 model). When the
results from all five stations were averaged, the three models had average root
mean square error values of 14.6%, 14.2% and 16.3%, respectively. The
Davies et al. ( 1 975) Layer model was also used to calculate KJ for these five
Canadian locations. Performances of the two approaches are compared in
Table 5 ( a ) and Fig. 2. The CLS 2, 1 model estimated solar radiation better
than the Layer model at each of the five locations and by 3.7% on average
(root mean square error of 14.2% compared to 17.9% ). For the west coast
stations of Vancouver and Sandspit, the CLS 1, 1 and CLS 1, 2 models showed
even more improvement. The performance of the CLS 1, 1 model for estimating
Kl at Vancouver is shown in Fig. 3 for a 10% random sample of days.
Systematic errors do occur with the CLS model, these being over-estimations at
Goose, Edmonton and Summerland (for the CLS 1, 1 and CLS 2, 1 models)
and under-estimations at Vancouver and Sandspit.
The central limit theorem would suggest that the calculation of solar radia-
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MEASURED

Fig. 3

KL (

MJ m-' day-')

Performance of the CLS 1 , 1 model for estimating KL at Vancouver for a 10%
random sample of days during 1968-70. (Unit: MJ m-' day".)

tion fluxes over longer periods should produce better agreement between the
estimated and measured values. The results of the Davies et al. (1975) Layer
model and the CLS 1, 1 and CIS 2, 1 models were analysed for five-day and
ten-day daily means (see Table 5 ( b ) and 5 (c) , respectively). Compared to the
daily KL performances (Table 5 ( a ) ), it can be seen that in all cases, improvement resulted when values were averaged over longer periods. From Table 5
it can also be seen that the advantage of using the CLS model over the Layer
model diminishes as the averaging period is lengthened. Compared to the CLS
2,l model, the Layer model becomes superior for Edmonton for five-day daily
means and for both Summerland and Edmonton for ten-day daily means. For
several of the locations, both models are approaching or are within *5%
accuracy when modelled values are averaged over ten days.
The effectiveness of the CLS model for estimating the separate direct and
diffuse components of solar radiation can be analysed only for Goose since
diffuse solar radiation measurements are available at this station. Table 6
summarizes these results. Although the relative root mean square errors for
SL and DL (28.7% and 30.4%, respectively) are much higher than for
KL (15.3% ) for the CLS 2, 1 model, the corresponding absolute errors are in a
similar range (1.43 and 1.79 MJ m-' day-l compared to 1.67 MJ m-2
day-'). The systematic errors, indicated by the ratio of average measured to
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TABLE6. Performance of the CLS model for SJand Dl estimation at Goose on a daily basis
for 1968-70. (Unit for Mean and RMSE:MJ m-Z day-')

A

B

Mean
Number -days
Measured Modelled

RMSE
---

( )

Measured/
modelled

average calculated flux, show that the direct and diffuse components are, on
the average, over- and under-estimated, respectively.
The average model estimation errors for daily totals of K l less than I+2
MJ m-2 day-* indicated in Table 4 can be compared to the errors which occur
when solar radiation data are obtained by extrapolation from the measuring stations. Suckling and Hay (1976b) have shown that extrapolations of measured
solar radiation over distances greater than 50 km in British Columbia and
Alberta produce average errors for KJ estimation greater than 2 MJ m-2 day-l.
Therefore, it is advantageous to use the CLS model for estimating K l for any
location greater than 50 km from an existing solar radiation measuring station.
Even shorter distances will yield similar errors when local factors are particularly well developed. Under such cases and, if the representative meteorological data are available, it would be more appropriate to calculate numerically
rather than simply to extrapolate the solar radiation data.
4 Utility of the model in Canada
As of January 1, 1976, there were 5 1 stations measuring total solar radiation
(KJ) in Canada (Atmospheric Environment Service, 1976). The CLS model
can supplement this solar radiation network by calculating K l for locations
where hourly meteorological (including cloud and bright sunshine) data are
available. Values of precipitable water for the cloudless sky solar radiation
calculations would have to be assigned using nearby radiosonde stations,
meteorological grid-point data (Suckling, 1977) or statistical relationships
between precipitable water and surface vapour pressure (e.g. Monteith, 1961;
Idso, 1969; Hay, 1970b). The Canadian stations where solar radiation is
measured or where there is a potential to model solar radiation data were determined from climatological data inventory catalogues (Atmospheric Environment Service, 1976). The results of this survey are summarized in Table 7 and
Fig. 4. A total of 134 locations (51 measured and 83 modelled) could have
solar radiation data. This is 2.6 times the number of measuring stations. The
increase is small in the northern territories while a three-fold increase in the
number of locations is possible in southern Canada.
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TABLE
7. Number of solar radiation stations in Canada (Measuring and
Potential modelling as of January 1, 1976)
Number of stations for
Region

Measuring

Modelling

Total

Fractional
Increase

East Coast Provinces
Quebec
Ontario
Prairie Provinces
British Columbia
The North
Canada (excl. North)
Canada

Fig. 4

Available solar radiation network in Canada as of January 1, 1976:
measured; Q modelled.

Historically, solar radiation has generally been measured for a relatively
short period of time when compared to the much longer cloud and sunshine
records (Atmospheric Environment Service, 1972). With the CLS model the
solar radiation record for many locations could be extended back in time
thereby providing a more reliable data set from which to determine averages,
variabilities and trends.
There are only four Canadian stations (Goose, Toronto, Montreal and
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Resolute, N.w.T.) which currently and routinely measure diffuse solar radiation
(Atmospheric Environment Service, 1976). Since the CLS model calculates
the direct and diffuse components separately, this model has great potential
for increasing our spatial knowledge of these component fluxes.

5 Conclusion
A previous study (Suckling and Hay, 1976a) described a method for calculating hourly values of the direct and diffuse solar radiation for cloudless
sky conditions. In this study, the effects of cloud have been incorporated
through the use of hourly values of cloud amount and type for up to four
layers and hourly bright sunshine totals. The latter data provide a more
accurate measure of the length of time the direct radiation of the sun is not
attenuated by cloud. On an average, this cloud layer-sunshine (CLS) model
estimated daily total solar radiation at five Canadian locations during the
period 1968-70 to within 15 per cent of the measured values. This was an
improvement over an earlier model (Davies et al., 1975) based on cloud data
alone, but the relative advantage, as well as the overall errors themselves,
diminished as the averaging period was increased to five and ten days. The
CLS model, however, has the additional advantage of calculating the separate
direct and diffuse component fluxes of the total solar radiation.
Analysis of the available solar radiation and meteorological data in Canada
shows that the CLS model has a potential to almost triple the number of locations producing total solar radiation data and for many locations can extend
the historical records of solar radiation backwards in time.
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BOOK REVIEWS
VEGETATION AND THE ATMOSPHERE, volumes I and II. J.L. Monteith , editor. Academ ic
Press, 1976. Vol. I, 278 pp., $26.00; Vol. H, 439 pp., $38.75.

These two volumes attempt to summarize the micrometerological work, done mainly
during the last 20 years, which has a direct bearing on plant ecology . Thus they are aimed
not only at meteorologists but also at biolog ists, hydrologists, foresters, and agronomers.
They are advertised as advanced textbooks fo r sen ior students and research workers.
Given the wealth of material accumulated in recent years and the piecemeal approach of
most researchers, such an overview is desirable.
Volume I presents Ihe basic principles of micrometeorological research . Volume II
contains case studies, attempting a synopsis of available data for selected types of vegetation. Each chapter is written by a different author. The intern ational (51) syste m of units
(with identical symbols) is used throughout both volumes.
Volume I : The introduction on micrometeorology and ecology (Elston and Monteith )
out lines the essen tial differences between the phys ica l and pla nt-physio logical approach
and the need for synthes is between the two if further progress is to be achieved. The
discussion of radiation ( Ross) gives a good account of the complexity of radiative
transfer in vegetation. The section on momentum , mass, and heat exchan ge by T horn is
perhaps too heavily centred on his own work and that of his colleagues in the U.K.
Emphasis is on traditional one-dimensional concepts, almost without d iscussion of what
he calls "non-ch aracteristic profile shapes" (with vanishing or negative velocity gradients).
More recent stud ies have shown these to be not all that uncommon even in extended crops,
let alone in vegetation th at does not live up to the "normal" fetch requirements. The
hydrologica l cycle section (Rutter) is a well-balanced overview, commend ably interpreting
data in terms of the geogra phical or climatological conditions under which they were
obtained . Chamberlain's work on the movement of particles is a thorou gh summary of
field and laboratory exper iments with analysis of the differences between the two. Di scussion of mathematica l models by Waggoner occasionally leaves th e reader wi th a
suspicion that the author jumps too optimistica ll y from the proven success of very limited
models to anticipated success of more complex ones. Successful prediction s of temperature,
humidity, and C02 profiles are prese nted, but we do not learn how consistently such
agreement could be obtained. The chapter on in strumentation (Szeicz) cou ld be very
valuable. providing exactly those almost-obvious experimental hints that too often get
ove rlooked in the heat of battle.
Volum e Il : The chapters on cereals ( Denrnead ), maize and rice (Uchijima), sugar beet
and potatoes (Brown) , sunflower (Saugier), and cotton (Stanhill) illustrate the degree of
sophistication of experimental work done on commercially important crops. All authors
run through the same cycle of radiation. transfer processes, and C02 exchange (with
bio mass production), with individual additions and deletions (very few give IR emissivities;
on ly one d iscusses transpiration suppressants), so that one might ask if a more straightforward ana lys is could have been achieved if the ed itor had predigested the inform ation
and classi~ed the relative similarities and differences between d ifferent vegetative system s.
Yet some compensation for the occasional duplication results, through a growing appreciation of the diversity of this field. stemming from t he bias and preoccu pations of the
different authors, which would have been lost in a more homogenized presentation. It is
not clear, however, why rice and maize were combined in the same chapter, a forc ed
marriage producing 'some st range o ffsprings (such as reflection coeffic ient for rice and
profiles of net radiation for maize in the same figure). Most authors are short on discussion of experimental accuracy. T he notable exception is Saugier who is also the only
one to provide a welcome sum marizing conclusion .
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Townsville Stylo (Rose, Begg, and Torssell) is an interesting ecological management
problem; the description of possible effects of intermittent cloud cover and wind may not
agree with the one-dimensional steady-state picture, an aspect largely ignored by the
previous authors. The review on coniferous forests (Jarvis, James, and Landsberg) is very
extensive and thorough , but one wishes for a summary and outlook. By comparison, there
is a very meager, unsatisfactory chapter on deciduous fore sts (Rauner), which quotes
largely from the au thor's book on the subject, and ha s 14 references (compared with 160
on coniferous fore sts) , of which only 5 are by non-Russian authors. The paper on CO~
exchange and turbulence in a Costa Rica forest (Allan and Lemon) is an instructive
demonstration of a working model on biomass production, seen close enough to reveal
"warts and all." The section on citrus orchards (Kalma and Fuchs) has some interesting
reading, but would have profited by some extrapolation (where to go next?) and even
speculation. The sections on swamps (Linacre), grasslands ( Ripley and Redmann), and
tundra (Lewis and Callaghan) weigh in less heavily in terms of data because of lesser
economic significance, but are of particular interest to the Canadian reader.
Both volumes are readable compendia of a wealth of information, never long winded,
ideal for looking up order-of-magnitude figures, or for quickly reviewing concepts on the
full spectrum of agrometeorological phenomena. They are not textbooks insofar as concepts are often summarized rather than derived (a lot of ... "has been shown to be" ... ), but
full referencing details can be obtained from the literature. They will therefore complement
rather than replace textbooks on micrometeorology. The referencing is genera lly fair and
comprehensive, with the exception of one or two authors who succumb to the temptation
to view their field too much from the focal point of their own work without warning the
reader of this bias. Some references (particularl y Russian , to a lesser degree European and
Japanese ones) are not readily available to the average reader; they will however provide
a useful indication of work done outside the normal field of vision of the North American
scientist. The editor must be faulted for some of the reservations expressed in this discussion. There is a relatively high number of minor errors and misprints which dot
particularly Volume I with very uneven density, such as missing or improperly listed
references and abbreviations, and small errors or omissions in formulas or figures. They
are not too difficult to spot and hopefully will be corrected in future printings.
In terms of their goals, it appears that these books are ideal for researchers already
working in one of the disciplines of agrometeorology who do not normally see their field
in the overall perspective. For such workers, they should be highly recommended as a
good. source of reference material.-They will also appeal to any meteorologist who cares
to extend his view of the atmosphere to include its lower boundary. They will easily
convince the micrometeorologist to pay more attention to plant-physiological processes.
Whether or not (in style and language) it encourages the biologist to draw more heavily
on the physicist's contribution is another question that the meteorologically trained reader
cannot easily decide.
Peter H. Schuepp
Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Physics
Macdonald Campus of McGill University

John M. Wallace and Peter V. Hobbs. Academic Press, New York,
1977,467 pp. , $ u.s. 17.95.

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE.

In the Preface, the authors explain that this textbook is intended to support several
university courses in atmospheric sciences: introductory survey courses at the junior or
senior undergraduate levtl or the first year of graduate study; the undergraduate physical
meteorology course; and the undergraduate synoptic laboratory. Reflecting these different
uses, the book begins with an appealing survey chapter and follows with chapters on
thermodynamics, synoptic-scale disturbances, cloud and precipitation physics, radiation,
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the global energy balance, dynamics, and the general circulation, in that order. Thus
embodying a fairly even mix of physica l and dynamical meteorology, it is perhaps more
closely akin to Hess's very serviceable Introduction to Theoretical Meteorology than to any
other book in current use, though there is obviously some overlap with the topics in
Byers's venerable General Meteorology. Entirely up-to-date, written with great clarity,
and judiciously balancing detail against breadth of coverage, this new book deserves to
take first position among the survey texts.
Atmospheric Science is pitched at an intermediate level and is therefore slightly more
advanced than the texts of Byers and Hess. For instance, the Helmholtz and Gibbs
potentials are introduced in thermodynamics, and the distinction between radiance
(intensity) and irradiance (flux) is ca refully drawn in radiation. SI units are used throughout for the first time in a meteorology text. Also as an indication of the book's timeliness,
sections are included on atmospheric aerosols (a concise IS-page review), profile-inversion
from satellite measurements, and weather modification.
The book is attractively produced and contains a liberal number of half-tone prints.
Cloud photographs and satellite images are used extensively and effectively to enliven the
narrative. An especially nice touch is the inclusion of biographical footnotes on the many
scientists who have contributed to meteorology, Ranging from Richard Assm an to
C.T.R. Wilson, these entries include such outstanding scientists as Newton, Poisson, and
Kelvin, and lesser known but remarkable individuals such as Luke Howard and Christopher
Buys-Ballot. Every chapter con ta ins problems and answers, usually in profusion (52 in
thermodynamics, 37 in radiation), Most are listed at the end of each chapter but some
are used in the text to illustrate a point or introduce a related concept. Also attractive
from the instructor's viewpoint is the thoughtful arrangement of material within chapters
which permits some of the more difficult concepts to be omitted with no loss in cont inuit y,
In addition to being well su ited for the classroom, th is reasonably priced book should
enjoy considerable use as a reference on general meteorology.
R.R. Rogers
McGill University
Montreal

LASER MONITORING OF THE ATMOSPHERE . Volume 14 in Topics in Applied Physics. Edited
by E.D. Hinkley, Spr inger·Veri ag, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 1976, 380 pp" $8.00.

Optical techniques have long been employed for studies of the atmosphere. The advent
of laser sources has led to substantial improvements in many of these techniques and has
introduced a number of new methods of atmospheric observation with greatly improved
spatial and temporal resolution . As a result of these new capabilities, the role of lase rs in
atmospheric monitoring has steadily increased in the last decade. There is already available
a sizeable body of information on the demonstrated capabilities of laser systems based on
the optical properties of scattering, fluorescence, absorption, and emission. The aim of this
book is to present in a comprehensive and tutorial manner these fundamental techniques
of laser diagnostics of the atmosphere.
Each chapter covers a different applica tion area and is wr itten by one or more experts
in the particular field.
The chapter headings and authors are:
I . Introduction.
By E.n. Hinkley
2. Remote Sensing for Air Quality Management.
ByS.H. Melfi
3. Laser·Light Transmission Through the Atmosphere.
By V.E. Zuev
4. Lidar Measurement of Particles and Gases by Elastic Backscattering and
Differential Absorption,
By R.T.H, Collis and P.B. Russell
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5. Detection of Atoms and Molecules by Raman Scattering and Resonance
Fluorescence.
By H. lnaba
6. Techniques for Detection of Molecular Pollutants by Absorption of Laser
Radiation.
By E.D. Hinkley, R.T. Ku and P.L. Kelley
7. Laser Heterodyne Detection Techniques.
By R.T. Menzies
Although each chapter is written by separate authors the editor has been successful in
achieving a good continuity between the chapters. There is considerable cross-referencing
and a uniform set of symbols is provided in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 summarizes briefly the
structure and properties of the atmosphere and indicates how laser techniques can be
applied to their measurement. Emphasis is placed on air quality and pollution monitoring
requirements. Chapter 3 provides a basic overview of the fundamental properties of light
transmission through the atmosphere and pays sp~cial attention to the quantitative aspects
relating to laser beam propagation. In Chapter 4 the lidar (laser radar) measurement
technique is described in considerable detail. Lidar measurements involving both scattering
and absorption processes are presented and the chapter is liberally provided with descriptions of experimental equipment and observational results. In Chapter 5 the material
covers the applications of Raman scattering and resonance fluorescence for the measurements of atmospheric properties utilizing the lidar mode of operation. This chapter contains a substantial amount of quantitative information (based on poth theory and
experiment) on the capabilities of these techniques for atmospheric monitoring.
Chapter 6 deals primarily with the use of tunable lasers for absorption measurements
in the atmosphere. A summary is given of the various tunable lasers available. The
associated detection techniques, particularly in the infra-red, are highlighted. The final
chapter deals with the laser heterodyne technique in which the laser is employed as a local
oscillator in a coherent radiometer system to enhance the signal-to-noise characteristics
of the system. The material contains a rather complete overview of the essential advantages
and limitations of this method.
1 can recommend this book as an extremely useful addition to the library of anyone
interested in atmospheric diagnostics. Its tutorial approach, with sufficient coverage of the
background and fundamental material, would make it very useful reading for any beginner
in the field. In addition the expert already well aware of these activities will find that this
book presents a good compilation of recent information. The book contains close to seven
hundred references which are reasonably complete to about 1975. These references are
grouped appropriately at the end of each chapter and in addition a number of references
are organized under topical headings at the end of the book.
A.I. Carswell
Department of Physics
York University
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CONFERENCE SUMMARY
Sea Ice Processes and Models
A symposium disc ussin g these topics was held in Seattle on September 6-9, 1977. The
occasion was the impending wind-up of the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment
(AIDJEX). This project, mainly American although with substantial Canadian input,
included, as the experimental basis for the understanding of sea ice dynamics on the Polar

Ocean, prelimin ary pilot programs in 1970-1972. and the main experiment from March
1975 ta,May 1976 in the northern Beaufort Sea.
The mai n output of the project was a model of dynamics and thermodynamics of polar
sea ice. The model incorporated a momentum balance equation describing air and water
stress upon the ice, Coriolis forces, sea surface tilt force s and internal ice stresses;
constitut ive laws relating ice stress and strain ; a yie ld strength relationship determined
from the rate of work done upon the ice; and an ice-thickness distribution equation
including both thermodynamic and mechanical proce sses. The model has been coded as a
finite-difference numerical scheme and has been tested in preliminary fashion using data
gathered in the pilot experiments. Shore boundary effects have also been taken into
account. The main problems concern calculations of the internal ice stress, the optimum
form of which is still under debate.
In the Arctic Ocean, as a rule, the wind stress drives the sea ice sheet which in turn
drives the water. The meteorological program of AIDJEX had as its main purpose to relate
the air stress upon the ice su rface to the easily measured parameter, the geostrophic wind.
This was done with some success upon the open Arctic Ocean, but greater difficulties can
be fore seen in the narrow channels of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. During these
meteor.ological experiments a good deal of very useful boundary-layer data was gathered
under Arctic conditions. In peripheral studies heat-flux measurements were made over
narrow leads. The water stress on the bottom of the ice sheet was measured (by groups
from McGill) and many other oceanographic data were gathered. Perhaps most interesting
were observations of vigorous eddies with a horizontal size of about to km and a vertical
scale of tOO m found in the stable layer 100-300 m below the bottom of the ice. A few
papers on remote sensing were included in the AIDJEX report s.
About half the time at the symposi um was occupied by reports on sea-ice stud ies not
directly involved in AIDJEX. Several models of sea·ice dynamics and thermodynamics of
various complexities were offered as competition for the AIDJEX model. Some individuals
who have actua lly forecast sea-ice conditions for a few months ahead reported that their
techniques were analog, relating ice conditions in the area of interest to the atmospheric
pressure di stribution occurring some months previously. Since no practical methods exist
to measure sea-ice thickne sses over large area s there was co nsiderable interest in a paper
wh ich reported near-simultaneous measurements of the ice-bottom depths by sonar from
a British nuclear submarine on her way to the North Pole and the ice-top elevations by
laser from a Ca nadian Argus in flight overhead. One paper desc ribed differences in January
climate s, as computed by the GISS general ci rcul ation model, corresponding to minimum
and maximum extent of Arctic sea ice. Results for maximum ice included colder temperatures over the north Pacific Ocean, over the North Atlantic Ocean and across North
America; larger poleward temperature gradients; larger eddy sensible-heat transfer; and
in general a slightly more energetic circulation.
AIL in all a very stimu lating sym posium. Of gr~atest interest to Canadian meteorologists
m ight be the large bank of boundary-layer data for Arctic condi tions, and poss ibly some
of the ideas behind the ice dynamics models.
E.R. Walker
Institute of Ocean Sciences
Patricia Bay, B.C.
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CALL FOR PAPERS - TWELFTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
The Twelfth Annual Congress and Annual General Meetin g of the Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society will be held at The University of Western Ontario
May 3l-June 2, 1978 . The theme of the opening sess ion wi ll be entitled "Energy, the
Meteorologist and the Oceanographe r" as presented by invited and contributed papers.
Subsequent sessions will deal wi th cont ributed papers on meteorology and oceanography,
including sess ions of common interest according to the papers sub mitted.
Titles and definitive abstracts (less than 300 words) should reach the program committee by 1 February, 1978. Papers on me teorology should be sent to Prof. n .R. Hay,
Department of Physics, The Un iversity of Western Ontario, London, Ont. N6A 3K7.
Papers on oceanography should be sent to Mr Farrell M. Boyce, Canada Centre for
Inland Waters, 867 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, Ont. L7R 4A6.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS - 1977 AWARDS
Nominations are requested from members and Centres for the 1977 CMOS Awards to be
presented at the 1978 Annual Meeting. Four award s are open fo r compet ition: I) the
President's Prize for an outstanding contribution in the field of meteorology by a member
of the Society; 2) the D r Andrew Thomson Prize in Appl ied Meteorology, for an outstand ing contri bution by a member in that field ; 3) the Graduate SLUdent Prize, for a
contribu tio n of special merit, and 4) the Rube H ornstein Prize in Operational Meteorology,
for outstanding service in providi ng operational meteorological service. The awards will
be made on the basis of con tributions during the 1977 calendar year, except 4) which may
be awarded a lso for work performed over a period of years.
Nominations are also requested for the award of citations to individua ls or groups in
Canada who have made some outstanding contribution in helping to alleviate pollution
problem s or in developing en vironmental ethics.
All nominations shou ld reach the corresponding secretary not later than 1 February
1978.

NOTICE OF FEES INCREASE
The following fees for 1978 were approved at the E leven th Annual General Meeting:
General Member .
Student Member
Sustaining Member
Institutional Subscription

Society Announcements

$25.00
$ 5.00
$60.00 (min.)
$25.00
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APPEL DE TEXTES - DOUZIEME CONGRES ANNUEL
Le douzieme cong res ann uct et l'assemblee genera Ie annuelle de la Societe canadienne de
meteorologie et d'oceanographie auront lieu it I'Universite Western Ontario du 31 mai au
2 juin 1978. Les presentations de la session d 'ouverture traileront du theme "L'energie, Ie
meteorologiste e l I'oceanographe" tandis que les autres session s seront consacrees aux
prese ntations ayant trait a di vers aspects de la meteorologic et I'oceanographie, incluant
des sessions d'interet commun, selon les papiers soumis.
Les titres ainsi que les somma ires definitifs (maximum 300 mots) devront parvenir au
comite du programme d 'ici Ie l er jevrier 1978. Les textes en meteorologic devTont etre
envoyes au professeur D.R. Hay. Departement de Physique, l'Universite Western Ontario,
London. Ontario, N6A 3K7, tandis que ccux traitant d'oceanographie devront etre expedies
a M. Farrell M. Boyce. Centre Canadie n des Eaux Interieures, 867 Lakeshore Road,
Burlington, Ontario, L7R 4A6.

APPEL AUX CANDIDATURES POUR LES PRIX ET CITATIONS 1977
On demande aux membres et aux centres locaux de soumettre leurs nominations aux
candidatures pour les prix de la Societe pour l'annee 1977. II y a quatre prix: 1) Ie prix
du president pour un travail exceptionnel en meteorologie par un membre de la Societe,
2) Ie prix de meteorologic appliquee Dr Andrew Thomson pour un travail exceptionnel
dans ce doma ine par un membre , 3) Ie prix aux etudiants gradues et 4 ) Ie prix de
meteorologie operationnelle Rube Hornstein pour un travai l exceptionnel dans I'exploitation des services meteoroJogiques.
Tous les prix seront attribues pour un travail qui a ete effectu e durant l'annee 1977, a
l'exception de 4) qui peut aussi etre attribue pour un travail effectue durant une periode
couvrant plusieurs annees.
On demande au ssi des nominations de candidat s susceptibles de se voir dCcerner une
citation par la Societe. Une citation peut etre decernee a un individu ou a un groupe qui
a apporte une contribution exceptionnelle a la solution des probU:mes de la pollution, a
l'amelioration de l'environnement au au developpement d'une ethique ecologique.
Toutes les nominations recueillies par Ie secn~taire-corr espond ant avant Ie J er fevrier
1978 seront remises aux comit es des recompen ses et des citat ions, selon Ie cas.

AVIS D'AUGMENTATION DES COTISATIONS
Les cotisations suivantes pour 1978 ont
genera le annuelle:

ete approuvees au cours de

Membre
Membre etudiant
Membre de soutien
Groupe
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$25.00
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$25.00
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CARSWELL, A.I.

DIETRICH, D.E.
DUCHARME, P.

Review of Laser Monitoring 0/ the Atmosphere (£.0. Hinkley, ed.) 210
Direct simulation of convective adjustment and other ensemble effects 1
see P.E, MeriJees

see P,W. Suckling
see P.E. Merilees
KLEMPERER, W.K. Review of The Invisible Universe (G.L. Verschuur)
115
KRUGER, H.B.
Climatological station histories 114
LEBLOND, P.H. see G. Samuels
LEIGHTON, H.G. Review of Advances in Geophysics 19 (H.E. Landsberg and 1. van
Meighem, eds) 57; The ice phase and the evolution of cloud droplet spectra 79
LEJENAS, H. On the breakdown of the westerlies 89
LOZOWSKI, E.P.
see O.S. Strong
MERILEES, P.E. (with P. Ducharme and G. Jacques)
Experiments with a polar filter and
a one-dimensional semi-implicit algorithm 19
MESHAL, A.H.
Comparison of drag coefficients over water measured directly and determined by wind profile 166
MURPHY,A.H. (with R.L. Winkler)
Experimental point and area precipitation probability
forecasts for a forecast area with significant local effects 61
MYSAK, L.A.
see D.O. Wright
ORVIG, S.
see E . Vowinckel
PETRIE, B. (with P.e. Smith)
Low-frequency motions on the Scotian shelf and slope 117
ROGERS, R.R.
Review of Atmospheric Science (LM. Wallace and P.V. Hobbs) 209
SAMUELS, o. (with P.H. LeBlond)
The energy of near-surface internal waves in the Strait
of Georgia 151
SCHUEPP, P.H. Review of Vegetation and the Atmosphere, I and II (J.L. Monteith)
208
SHAW, R.W.
Review of Advances in Geophysics, 18A, B (Turbulent Diffusion in Environ·
mental Pollution) (F.N. Frenkiel and R.E. Munn, eds) 160
SMITH, P.c.
see B. Petrie
STRONG, 0.5. (with E.P. Lozowski)
An Alberta study to objectively measure hailfall
intensity 33
SUCKLING, P.W. (with I.E. Hay)
A cloud layer-sunsh ine model for estimating direct,
diffuse and total solar radiation 194
TEUNISSEN, H.W. Global flow-visualization or "Theodore von Karman wins again!" 54
VOWINCKEL, E. (with S. Orvig)
The energy budget of the Sable Island ocean region 178
WALKER, E.R . Summary of conference on Sea Ice Processes and Models 212
WINKLER, R.L. see A.H. Murphy
WRIGHT, D.G. (with L.A. Mysak)
Coastal trapped waves, with application to the northeast
Pacific Ocean 141
HAY, J.E.

JACQUES, G.
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Annual Congress (lIth), 1-3 June 1977,
Winnipeg
Abstracts 13
Program 3
Summary of sessions 2
Annual General Meeting (11 th)
Agenda 44
Annual Reports for 1976
Awards Committee

55

Centres 62
Citations Committee 57
Editorial Committee 54
Financial Statement 50

Subject Index
Nominating Committee 54
President 46
Public Information Committee
Scientific Committee 58
Treasurer 48
Budget

57

53

Call for Papers, Twelfth Annual Congress
164,213
Editorial 165
Membership Application Form 60
Notice of motion from Council 60
Report from the Oceanography Division

59

Section C: General Subject Index
Announcements
GATE data available 58
Symposium on the Oceanography of the
St Lawrence Estuary 116
Book Reviews, by author of book
Frenkiel, F.N. and R,E. Munn, eds Advances in Geophysics 18A, B (Turbulent Diffusion in Environmental Pollution) loO
Hinkley, B.D., ed. Laser Monitoring
of the Atmosphere 209
Landsberg, H.E. and 1. van Meighem, eds
Advances in Geoph ysics, 19 57
Schuepp, P.H. Vegetation and the Atmosphere 208
Verschuur G.L. The Invisible Universe
115
Wallace, J.M. and P.V. Hobbs Atmospheric Science 208
Cloud layer-sunshine model for estimating
direct, diffuse and total solar radiation
194
Coastal trapped waves, with application to
the northeast Pacific Ocean 14 t
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Convective adjustment and other ensemble
effects, direct simulation of 1
Drag coefficients over water measured directly and determined by wind profile
166
Energy budget of the Sable Island ocean
region 178
Energy of near-surface internal waves in the
Strait of Georgia 151
HailfaH intensity, Alberta study to measure
objectively 33
Ice phase and the evolution of cloud droplet
spectra 79
Low-frequency motions on the Scotian shelf
and slope 117
Notes and Correspondence
Climatological station histories 114
Global flow visualization 54
Numerical experiments with a polar filter
and a one-dimensional semi-implicit algorithm 19
Precipitation probability forecasts (point
and area) for a forecast area with significant local effects 61
Westerlies, on the breakdown of 89
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INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS
Editorial policy. A ImosplJere is a medium for the publication of the resu lt s of original researc h ,
survey articles, essays and book reviews in all fields of atmospheric science. It is published
quarterly by the C'MS with the aid of a grant from the Canadian Government. Articles may be in
either Engli sh or French. Contributors need not be members of the eMS nor need (he y be
Canadian; foreign contributions are welcomed. All contribution s will be subject to a crit ical
review before acceptance. Because of space limitations articles should not exceed 16 printed
pages and preferably shou ld be shorte r.

Manuscripts should be submitted to: Atmosphere, Dept. of Geography, Univers ity of British
Columbia, 2075 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, British Columbia, V6T IW5. Three copies should
be submitted, typewritten with double spacing and wide margins. Heading and sub-headings
should be clearly designated. A concise, relevant and substantial abstract is required.
Tab les shou ld be prepared on separate sheets. each with concise headings.
Figures should be provided in the form of three copies of an original which should be retained by
the author for later revision if required. A lisl of legends should be typed sepa rately. Labelling
shou ld be made in generous size so that characters after reduction are easy to read. Line drawings
should be drafted with India ink at least twice the final size on white paper or tracing cloth.
Photographs (halftones) should be glossy prints at least twice the final size.
Units. The International System (Sl) of mel ric units is preferred. Units should be abbreviated only
if accompanied by numcrals, e.g., ., 10 10 , ,. but' 'several metres."
Footnotes to the text should be avoidcd.
Literature citations should be indicated in the text by author and datc. The li st of references
should be arranged alphabetically by author , and chronologically for each author, if necessary.

RENSEIGNEMENTS POUR LES AUTEURS
Politique editoriale. A lm(}sphere est un organe de publication de nbsuitats de recherche originale ,
d'articles sommaircs, d'essais et de critiques dans tous les dommnes des sciences de I"atmospherc. II est pub lic par la SMC if I'aide d ' une subvention accordee par Ie gouvernement canadien.
Les articles p'e uvcnt eire en a nglai s o u en franqais. II n'est pas necessaire que les auteurs soient
membre de la SMC; les contributions etrangeres sont les bien venues. A cause des limitations
d'espace les articles ne doivent pas depasser 16 pa~e s dans Ie formal final. Tout article sera
soumis un critique independant avant d'etre accepte.

a

Les manuscrits doivent eire envoyes it: Atmosphere . Dep, de geographic, Universite de la
Co!umbie-Britan nique, 2075 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, La Co]umble-Blitannique, V6T IW5.
li s doivent eire soumis en trois exempiaires dactylographies a doubles interli~nes avec de larges
marges. Les litres et sous·titres doivent etre clairement indiques. Chaque a rticle doit comporter
un resume qui soit coneis. pertinent et subs tan tiel.

Les tableaux doivent et re prepares et presentes separement aecompagne s d·un litre concis et d'un
numcro.
Les -graphiques doivenl eIre presentes en trois copies dont les origin au x devraienl eire conserves
par I'auteur au cas ou ils sc::raief'll necessaire de les reviser. Unc liste dcs iegendes des graphiques
doil eire dacty lographiee scparement. L 'etiquettage doit eire de grand format de fa~on ce qu ' il
so il facilcment lisible apres redUC lion du formal. Le tra~age des lignes doit s'effecluer au moyen
d'cncre de chine en doublanl , au moins, Ie format final, Ie tOUI sur papier blanc ou sur papier a
calquer et id entific adequateme nl. Les pholographie s (demi-teintes) dev raient eIre pre se ntees sur
epreuves giacees au double du format final.

a

Les unites. Le Systeme Inlernational (51) d 'unites metnque s est preferable. Les unites devraient
etre abrcgees· seulement lorsqu'elles sont accompagnees de nombres, ex: "10m," mais "plusiems metres."
Les notes de renvoie au texte doivent etre evitees.
Les citations Iitteraires doi vent etre indiquees dans Ie texte selon l'auteur et la date. La liste des
references doit etre presentee dans I'ordre alpharetique, par auteur et, si necessaire, dans l'ordre
chronologique pour chaque auteur.

The Canadian Meteorological Society I La Societe meteorologique du Canada
The Canadian Meteorological Society came into being on January I, 1967 , replacing the Canadian
Branch of the Royal Meteorological Society. which had been established in 1940. The Society
exists forthe advancement of Meteorology , and membership is open to persons and organizations
having an interest in Meteorology_ At nine local centres of the Society, meetings are held on
subjects of meteorological interest. Armosphere as the scientific journal of the eMS is distributed
free to all members. Each spring an annual congress is convened to serve as the National
Meteoro logical Congress.
Correspondence regarding Society affairs and eMS membership should be directed to the Corre~
sponding Secretary, Canadian Meteorological Societ y, c/o Dept. of Geography. Simon Fraser
University, Burnaby, B.C. , V5A IS6.
There are three types of membership - Member, Student Member and Sustaining Member. For
1978 the dues are $25.00, $5.00 and $60.00 (min.), respectively . The annual Institutional
subscription rate for A tmosphere is $25.00.
Correspondence relating to institutional subscriptions should be directed to the University
of Toronto Press , Journals Department, 5201 Dufferin St., Downs view , Ontario, Canada,
M3H 5T8. Cheques should be made payable to the University of Toronto Press.

La Societe meteorologique du Canada a etc fondee Ie I'" janvier 1967, en replacement de la
Di vision canadienne de la Societe royale de meteorologic , etablie en 1940. Celte societe existe
pour Ie progres de la meteorologie et loute personne ou organisation qui s' interesse a la
meteorologie peut en faire partie. Aux neuf centres locaux de la Societe, on peut X faire des
conferences sur di ve rs sujets d'interet meteoroiogique. Atmosphere , la revue scien tlfique de la
SMC, est distribuee gratuitement atou s les membres. A chaque printemps,la Societe organise un
congres qui sert de Congres national de meteorologic.
Toute correspondance concernant les activites de la Societe et les sou script ions la SMC devrait
etre adressee au Secn&taire-correspondant, Societe meteorologique du Canada, Departement de
Geographie, L'Universite Simon Fraser, Burnaby , B.C., V5A IS6.
n y a trois types de membres: Membre, Membre-etudiant , et Membre de soutien. La cotisation
pour 1978 est de $25.00, $5.00 et $60,00 (min.) respectivement. Les institutions peuvent
souscrire Atmosphere au cout de $25.00 par annee.
La correspondance concernant les souscriptions des institution s dait etre envoyee aux Presses de
l'Universite de Toronto , Departement des pthiodiques, 5201 rue Dufferin , Down sview , Ontario,
Canada, M3'H 5T8. Les cheques doivent etre payables aux Presses de l' Universite de Toronto.

a

a

Council I Conseil d'administration 1977-78
President/President - K.F. Harry
Vice PresidentlVice·President - R.W. Burling
Past President/President sonant J.E. Hay
Corresponding
SecretarylSecretaire-correspondant R.B. Sagar

Treasurer/Trhorier - D.G. Schaeter
Recording Secretaryl
Secreta ire d' assembJee - P. Sagen
COU nc ilIors-a t -large /C0 ns ejlfer sF. Dobson, E. Einarson,
H.L. Ferguson
Chairmen of Local Centresl
Presidents des centres
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